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Write a Haiku!
Use Tumeric to create
amazing and original
textiles.

Recycle your toilet roll
holders and make some
amazing designs.

One toilet roll holder
Scissors
Glue
Pencil
A4 Paper or Card.

All the artwork has been amazing and is great at helping us stay connected
with one another. Below are some of the pieces shared by members.

Flatten the toilet roll
Measure 1cm pieces and mark
along the length of the roll. Mark
and cut 9, 7, or 5 pieces
depending on the size of flower
you want (always have an odd
number to balance your work). I
am using 5 for this piece.

Sally “Supermoon photographs”

The remaining piece of the roll can
be cut into 3mm pieces which will
be used to form your stem.
Fig. 1

Karen “Paper stars”

Kate “Alan the Teddy Bear”

Ar
Arrange
your pieces in a circle at
the top of your paper or card,
keeping the center pieces as close
as possible, when you are happy,
glue them together making sure
they stay joined at the centre.
Fig. 2
The stem can now be added.
By pressing the 3mm pieces
between your fingers and pulling
them they will curve.

Dawn “Cress”

Arrange them in place and when
you are happy, then glue them in
place.
Fig 3

2/3 toilet roll holders
Scissors
Glue
Pencil
A4 Paper or Card.

Haikus are an ancient form of Japanese poetry which have a simple yet
effective structure.
Each haiku must follow these simple rules:

Flatten the toilet roll

-Have three lines
-The first line has five syllables
-The second line has seven syllables
-The third line has five syllables

Measure 1cm pieces and
mark along the length of
the toilet roll holder and
cut them. Fig. 1

A syllable is just a unit of sound that makes up a word. For example,
the word ‘poem’ has two syllables (po-em); the word ‘example’ has
three syllables (ex-am-ple); the word ‘connected’ has three syllables
(con-nec-ted). You can find out how many syllables a word has by
slowly saying them out loud and counting them off on your hands.

Ar
Arrange
your pieces on
your card or paper. See
Fig 2 (you can copy this
design or use your own)

Using this basic structure, poets throughout millennia have
h
created
beautiful haikus. Given its simple form, haikus are usually about
everyday things in the natural world. Perhaps the furthest thing from
an epic poem imaginable, haikus are much more likely to be about a
pigeon on a fence, or a fish in a pond, than about battles or heroes.

When you are happy with
your design glue them in
place.

H ave a go at writing a haiku yourself about something that you can see
out your window, or about something in the room that you are in.
Don’t worry too much about sounding deep or meaningful; haikus are
effective for their simplicity, and often by simply describing the world
around us we can see beautiful meanings in the language.

With the remaining
pieces, open them back to
a circle shape and start to
fold them, pressing into a
concertina design. Fig.3
Place and arrange
ar
them in
the centre of all your leaf
shapes. Fig. 4

You can paint or decorate if you wish. Have fun!

Looking for inspiration? Below are some example of famous haikus:
An old silent pond
A frog jumps into the pond—
Splash! Silence again.
This Autumn midnight
Orion’s at my window
shouting for his dog
Over the wintry
Forest, winds howl in rage
With no leaves to blow.

Tumeric ‘dye bath’ (recipe on page 10)
White Fabric (100% Cotton, you can check this
by reading your clothing label. An old white
pillowcase* will work nicely!)
String or elastic bands (I’ve used dental floss, you can
also use washing line, poly cotton treads, anything
that isn’t porous)
Two items that are the same size… and you don’t mind
going a little yellow! (I’ve used two bankcards)

1

Follow the turmeric dye bath recipe (page 10).
You can make your dye bath after preparing
your fabric.

Paper
Pen or pencil
Colour or paint (opcional)

1

2

Make sure your fabric is clean and damp.
2

Lay fabric flat, then concertina fold. Image 1
Then concertina fold again. Image 2
Sandwich the fabric between your two items
and wrap tightly with your string or elastic
bands. Image 3

3

Your string or bands need to be as tight as you
can make them to ensure that the turmeric
doesn’t stain all of the fabric.
Put your fabric to one side and then prepare
your dye bath. Make sure that your dye bath is
off the heat before using.

4

3

4

Lower your fabric carefully into the dye bath
with a spoon or tongs. Fully submerge it under
the water for thirty minutes total, turn your
fabric halfway through.
Rinse your fabric until water runs clear. Remove
the items and string. Rinse again.

5

Then hang it to dry. Image 4
Your turmeric bath is safe to pour down the
sink. Rinse pan with plenty of water before
washing up!
Please ensure that you are not allergic to any of the
ingredients used if you intend to use the item dyed every day,
especially if it’s near your eyes and

Turn over and draw a face on
your cat!

Cardboard
(The thicker the better, but you can use any cardboard
you have at hand)
Paper
Scissors
Sellotape/masking tape (thick tape is best)
Cotton buds or a brush
Marker
Glue stick
Ink pads, paint or homemade ink

Put water and turmeric into your pan and place on your hob, on a low heat
until the turmeric is dissolved.

2

1

Take off the heat just before using your dye bath.
Carefully lower your items into your dye bath and submerge for 30 minutes
(longer times won’t yield stronger colours)
3

You will need
2-3 containers like a small bowl
Soluble coffee
Hot water
A teaspoon
4

Put 1 teaspoon of coffee in one receptacle and add 5 teaspoons of hot water
Put 2 teaspoon of coffee in one receptacle and add 5 teaspoons of hot water
Put 3 teaspoon of coffee in one receptacle and add 5 teaspoons of hot water
You should have 3 ink mixtures of varying intensities. You can test your ink on
a piece of paper and add more coffee if you want it to be darker or more water
if you want them to be lighter.

5

If you have ink pads you can go ahead and use them with your stamps like
you would a regular stamp. You don't need the cotton bud or brush.

